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Field Operations had another great
month. We have set a new record for
the amount of staff in the field.
Fortunately, we are continuing to
grow that number each week with
new staff and new clients! We have
also gained phenomenal traction with
our Temporary Staffing department
and now have temporary staff onsite
in Maine to assist with a new client.

to press ahead towards the overall 2021
goals, currently tracking within 2% of

future!

ACE’s Pre-construction team continues

Precon’s YTD targeted goal. Pre-con
continues to perform highly on work
under the federal banner of USACE,
NAVFAC, Veteran Affairs, and more! The
team has also been working in the

expects to get even busier in the near

commercial world in the last few
months. They have been developing
schedules in the Food and Beverage
industry. They have tracked over 1B
dollars’ worth of the construction and
start-up of new and expanding
manufacturing facilities. As they
continue to win new work, Pre-con

contractors for exceeding expectations.

The security team has just submitted a
proposal with Fusion Technologies for
Site Security Personnel to Embassies
for the DOS. They are also continuing
to support security oversite efforts in
the United States on construction
projects and SCIF’s in Aurora, CO, and
Falls Church, VA. They supply clients
with Full-Scope Polygraph cleared Site
Security personnel and maintain a
strong reputation among partnering

Riddle of the
Month

butWhat has only two words, thousands
of letters?

Get the answer on next month’s
newsletter

The ACE Training team continues to
work with Gray Construction by
creating their internal CPM Scheduling
training program. The spring 2021
semester at EKU is wrapping up, and
we are very proud of the graduates!

of the Fall semester for the
Construction Management Program!
We encourage you to join us for a
3-hour training session: RMS – For

We are looking forward to being part

Beginners. To learn more about
registration and pricing, visit our
website or give the training team a
call!

www.ace-consulting.net

Through the Building the Kingdom
Fund, the ACE team has provided
support to numerous organizations
around our community. Our giving
has provided the community with
technology upgrades as well as
funded rehabilitation homes. In
addition to this, the funds helped
provide military personnel with
donations, helped find jobs for
those struggling to find
employment, enabled an at-risk
kids’ community to obtain safety
equipment and insurance. Through
our giving, we are continuing to
build the kingdom in our
community one organization at a
time.

Building the
Kingdom Fund

ACE Construction
with

the
and

has been
developing partnerships
General Contractors in
around Chicago area!

COVID IS OVER. Well, not entirely. COVID is still affecting our everyday lives, but here at ACE, things look normal. Actually,
they look better than normal. Business is booming and we are growing at a rapid rate. For the first time in our history, we
have over 100 people working under the ACE Umbrella. More importantly, we are making a bigger impact on the world,
because 10% of our revenue goes to Christian Based Charities. So many exciting things happening to include new software
we will be offering our clients, a corporate headquarters under design, and many other initiatives. Our success is based on
our people and we have some great ones. As a professional services company we have and are attracting the best talent. In
the history of ACE, we have not had such a solid team as we have today. That is good news for our clients, our employees,
and our charities. Take 5 seconds and thank God for what he has done and what he will do.

Facilities
ACE’s Facility Management team hopes
to further our Facilities Management
division through GSA contract
opportunities!
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ACE Small Projects continues to
bid on local projects in and around

markets our expertise through
Demolition, Drywall, Small Scale
Utility Jobs, Grading, ACT, Doors,
Windows, Painting, Framing, Metal
Buildings, Small Scale Concrete,
Site Clearing and Grubbing,
Flooring, Insulation, and more!

Central KY. We offer clients in the
residential and commercial

Small Projects


